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Abstract
This study focuses on the relationship between Project uncertainty (PU) and project success with
the mediating role of Project Control (PC) and moderating role of Uncertainty Avoidance (UA).
The specific context of the study is the project based organization in Pakistan. Data were
collected using questionnaire from 300 employees working on various projects across Pakistan.
Results indicate that Project Uncertainty is negatively associated with project success. Moreover
mediating role of Project Control is also established. In addition to above, results also confirm
the moderating role of Uncertainty avoidance and practical implications are discussed.
Keywords: project uncertainty, project control, uncertainty avoidance, project success.
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1. Introduction
1.1: Background of the study:
Project is a temporary endeavor of any organization which is designed to achieve any specific
objective. According to PMI (2013), projects have two unique characteristics. First, the projects
are temporary in nature and should be having a finite time. Secondly the projects must be having
some new and unique objective to achieve. In modern world project based working is getting
popularity in global organization. Companies are investing in medium and large scale projects in
different functions such as innovation, new technology, new process and constructions based
activities. Studies in the domain of project management has emphasized the need of project
management practices and its growing as a profession and wide range of studies are also being
published (Crawford, 20016). The practices related to project management are applied to several
industries and organizations now consider project management tools as strategically important to
achieve organizational objectives. These tools are not only used on the strategic and decision
making but also at the operational level as well.
In general projects are assumed to achieve three major parameters such as time, cost and
performance. These parameters classify project based activities distinct from day to day routine
activities. The major challenges faced by project managers in modern era are to deal uncertainty
in different functions. The uncertainties can surround the projects in many ways such as time
estimations, cost and resource deployment. These uncertainties sometimes are controllable and
sometimes the uncertainties are unknown and uncontrollable to the project managers. Such
uncertainties affect the progress of the project and may also hinder the project outcomes.
(Hubbard, 2009). It is critical for managers to monitor these risks, assess and identify
2

contingency plans in order to mitigate it effectively (Hillson, 2002). Project uncertainty has
received attention in studies related t project management, (Meredith and Mantel, 2010) and
authors have reported different approaches to address this issue (Harris and Woolley, 2009).
In project management, uncertainty refers to the factors related to several kinds of risks
associated and studies also have been published to differentiate risk and uncertainty (Perminova
et al., 2008; Sanderson, 2012). Several authors have studied uncertainty and the factors related to
uncertainty which hinder project success (Lihong et al., 2008; Nakatsu and Iacovou, 2009). It is
evident to mention that uncertainty depends on the type of the project, the kind of technical
complexity involved inside and the nature of experience the management possess. Studies have
also mentioned that the uncertainties in a project are not avoidable (Hubbard, 2007). Traditional
project management tools also recommend identifying the kind of risks and converting into
opportunity instead of a threat (Siebert, 2005). A key argument that an uncertainty is either
inherent or exterior in the actual world or it’s nothing more than a literature perception is yet a
topic of discussion. The findings in the literature of project management accentuate that the
source of this term is uncertain as this phenomena is noticed because of the development of the
interrelation among the bodies which are part of the system (Benbya and McKelvey, 2006).
Uncertainty has been studied in different knowledge domains such as psychology, economics
and mathematics (Bammer & Smithson, 2009; Osman, 2010). In addition to the knowledge
domains uncertainty relates to the human life as well. Perminova et al, (2008) defined project
uncertainty as a situation where the manager has incomplete information regarding a particular
situation of a project. In addition to it, Association of Project Management (2006) also presented
a definition of project uncertainty where it referred to a state of knowledge which may not be
complete and believed that it is related to the risks and threats related to a project. Studies have
3

shed light on the sources of risks that how it may arise in a project (Martinsuo et al., 2014;
Saunders et al., 2015) and presented several techniques to prevent these uncertainties in order to
achieve success (Vidal, 2015).
The arena of project literature has gone over several researches which have examined the sources
which may be the reason for emergence of uncertainty in projects. The consumer requirement
and the scope definition may subject complexity. Winch, (2010) gave an account of genre of
technology tools used by the body. Moreover, the external factors just as the regulatory
authorities linked with project and the process sanctioned, can cause uncertainty to be arose
(Aaltonen, 2011; Winch, 2010). Another factor can be observed at the managerial position,
where the type and style of manager accountable for the project can give rise to uncertainty
(Madsen & Pries Heje, 2009).
Uncertainty because of its subjective nature is sometimes tough to evaluate (Perminova et al.,
2008).Chapman and Ward, (2011) analyzed the fact that several factors on the project can give
rise to uncertainty such as who are linked with the project directly or indirectly. Environmental
factor, technical factors and lack of resources are some various factors which can add uncertainty
(Colarelli O′Connor &Rice, 2013 and Lechler et al., 2014) or the natural factors like changing
economy, design of the project and the interdependence of the functions on each other (Ramesh
& Browning 2014).
Risk management is one more studied sphere of project management literature. Risk pertains to
the general occasions. Managers consult traditional risk management techniques for planning and
other functions to avoid and single out solutions to uncertainty (De Meyer et al., 2002). Risk
management and uncertainty observes no harmony in their definition. Hence authors also go for
using the term broader uncertainty rather than risk management which also cope with inside and
4

outside fears and threats (Cleden, 2009). An uncertainty doesn’t refer simply to develop a
management plan for the problems and chances which obstruct the performance of the project
but also the root cause analysis of the problem (Ward &Chapman, 2003). There are numerous
typologies used for project uncertainty. Out of different, one of the typologies established on the
basis of various factors which may give rise to uncertainty are financial in type, organizational
operations and policies and technical specifications too. Ward and Chapman (2003) and Leifer et
al. (2000) endorsed this typology. Moreover another typology was recommended by De Meyer et
al. (2002) and Loch et al. (2006) for the uncertainty factors based on the nature of project itself.
Every activity contrived may deal with different types of deviations in range of the planned
values. In accordance to the variations observed in each project, the managers can plan the upcoming activities. The time duration of every activity differs in accordance to the range of
deviation a manager observes. Uncertainties are different in nature, some are predictable and
certain, such uncertainties are like those risks which can be easily identified. On the contrary,
there are uncertainties which are unpredictable in nature and likelihood is unknown. Such kinds
of uncertainties arise without any prediction (De Meyer et al., 2002).
It is something mandatory to assess the difference between the project uncertainty and project
chaos based on its stability factor because projects with uncertainty in any of its functions may
outset with equitable stability while projects with chaos have uncertain outset, uncertain
execution and uncertain end. Furthermore projects having uncertainty may deal with obstacles
and finish up in a different way but the inceptive intention somehow is obvious (De Meyer et al.,
2002). There are numerous aspects discussed in project uncertainty literature, out of which the
first dimension into certainty is concerned with environmental approach and can be sourced from
outer environment. These factors are leveraged by the macro environment such as ruling bodies
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and other organizations making rules and strategies, incompatible demands of the related
stakeholders and competitors stress too (Aaltonen, 2011; Winch, 2010).
Besides, the conception of uncertainty evolving from individuals based upon numerous factors
such as bounded rationality and various psychological and physical characteristics. Bounded
rationality basically refers to the assumption that while making decision managers are bounded
by their ability to process information due to resource constraints like incomplete knowledge
about situation, inability to consider all the alternatives and limited time and money as well
(March and Simon, 1958). Furthermore the discrepancies and the differences among individuals
are dissimilar due to the diversity in culture, experiences and mindset (Madsen and Pries-Heje,
2009).
The actors which may increase uncertainty can be asserted from the functionalities or
requirement specification of the client. Such consumers may escalate project complexity by
asking for enhanced technological factors (Danilovic and Sandkull, 2005). Complexity of the
project varies as the progress is made over the course of time (Cleden, 2009). Assumption is that
the uncertainty is of low level at the initial planning stage of the project as the managers made
quite a certain estimates because not a lot of fluctuations are involved in cost and time trade off
and the objective remains unchanged (Atkinson et al., 2006; Ward and Chapman, 2003). Other
than that increased conflict may not be observed by the stakeholders concerned with this phase
as well. The different forms of uncertainty related outcomes and the contingencies projects got
to deal with have become a prominent domain in literature (Lu and Suh, 2009; Whitty and
Maylor, 2009).

6

1.2: Research Gap and present study:
Saunders et al., (2016) studied various dimensions of project uncertainty and also recommended
to study project uncertainty in other sectors as well. The six primary determinants studied by
Saunders et al were Information, Complexity, Individual, Environment, Time and Capability.
Taking the advance directives of Fiona et al (2016) for examining the various project
environments and the constructs of project uncertainty associated respectively, the study
consolidated the changeable factors of the project uncertainty with the complete model and
considered as independent variable.
Control systems is another factor studied in project management literature and is also endorsed
as a critical factor in project success by some studies due to negligible behavior of researchers
towards control tools (Yakubu Olawale & Ming Sun, 2015). Maxwell et al (2014) analyzed the
cultural ethics and values and their impact on efficiency and execution of the project with
various dimensions and they observed a positive and powerful impact of culture on project
performance. Extending the suggestions by Maxwell et al. (2014) to examine the moderating
impact of culture or its facets this study inspects the middling role of uncertainty prevention
betwixt project uncertainty and project success.
1.3: Problem statement
The studies on project management generally indicate a concern for assessing factors which
caues issues in implementation of of successful project. One the major factor which affects any
type of organization is risk associated due to uncertainty about events. However we find limirted
evidence that how this uncertainty can affect project success. This study mainly addressers this
dearth in body of knowledge. The uncertainty is unfavorable factor which lessens the control of
decision makers and project managers in implementation of a successful project. Thus we argue
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that its mediating role is important to assess in this particular relationship. Moreover abundance
of studies in US/Western contexts on project management limit their generalizabilty to other
cultural context like Pakistan. What will be combined effect of uncertainty is a culture with
uncertainty avoidance? The answer to this question is missing in extant literature, which current
study is going to address.
1.4: Research Questions
At its core, the present study is intended to find answers for some briefly summarized questions
which are as follows;
Question 1: What is the effect of project uncertainty on project success?
Question2: What is project control and does it mediate the relationship between project
uncertainty and project success?
Question 3: What is effect of culture on project, and either it moderates the relationship between
uncertainty and success?
1.5: Research Objectives
The core objective of the current study is threefold. First, this study aims to examine the
relationship between project uncertainty and project success. Second, the present study, aims to
examine the mediating role of project control between project uncertainty and project success
and the moderating role of uncertainty avoidance between project uncertainty and project
control. Finally, most of the organizational theories were developed and tested in the Western
setting. The overall objective of the study is to develop and test anticipated model to find out the
relationship among project uncertainty, project control and project success of project.
Additionally the uncertainty avoidance is added the possible moderator for the relationship of the
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mentioned variables in the research model (project uncertainty, project control and project
success).
1.6: Significance of the study:
The study will serve the project practitioners in Pakistan and to the body of knowledge in
numerous manners. The study at first will highlight the significance of uncertainties and their
impact on the success of a project. Besides, the study will outline the various uncertainties and
their nature mentioned in literature. Furthermore, it will also delineate how uncertainty and
complexity are different in theory and practice. Pakistan being still in its developing phase and
the victim of political and economic uncertainty demands for more and more research in this
ambience for the sake of studying the type and severity of uncertainty on project life cycle
encompassing its planning, execution and closure. Thus this study will also serve the literature
concerning developmental projects as this domain is not focused much.
Moreover it is important to consider that projects are time limited activities with high
complexity, high tolerance to ambiguity and results are not easy to quantify. In accordance to
this notion, it is thus essential to go through the management processes and learning in various
cultural settings having high uncertainty. Two prominent authors in organizational culture
Hofstede and Fons Trompenaars have provided with approaches and thought it true that culture
gets to play a most important part in establishing the value system. Since the projects are
executed in specific settings, it is therefore essential to study the culture and related dimensions
so that the impact can be assessed. Pakistan has got a huge investment in projects from
government and foreign bodies like USAID, United Nations and different NGO’s in different
provinces but affected negatively on large scale by the socio cultural status. The study will hence
investigate and makes practitioners focused on modifying their strategies to enhance the
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performance of the project by providing them with an empirical evidence of cultural impact.
Lastly regarding academic research, Project Management observes a rise and growing interest in
Pakistan too. Thus this study will serves the project management literature and fills the gap with
the less amount of studies conducted in this domain and opens up new ways for the up- coming
researchers as well.
The study is lined up in the following breakup: Chapter 2 describes the previous literature
support to the variables chosen for this study and also theoretical support in order to enrich the
assumptions the section will provide the literature related to project uncertainty and its effect on
project success. In addition it will cover the relevance of culture and its dimension i.e uncertainty
avoidance and role of project control on success. Chapter 3 will provide detailed information on
the research methodology related to data collection, sampling and data analysis techniques
deployed for this study. Chapter 4 will provide the results produced after the data collection
which will includes tables and statistical tests. Chapter 5 will provide discussion of the results,
recommendations, limitation of the study and future lines for upcoming researchers.
1.7: Supporting theory
1.7.1: Control theory
The conventional organizational control theory (Eisenhardt, 1985; Ouchi, 1977, Rustagi et al.,
2008) models the choices of control modes including output, behavior, clan and input controls as
independent of each other. The framework's focus is on the choice of control modes and not on
effects of control modes on performance, and it ignores potential interactions among the control
modes (Liu et al., 2010; Tiwana, 2010; Tiwana and K eil, 2007). There is evidence however that
performance is enhanced where different control modes are employed simultaneously, with
significant correlations reported among control modes (Long et al., 2002). For example, Snell
10

(1992) concludes: “…the advantages and disadvantages of each type of control might suggest
their combined use in human resource management”. And, Turner and Makhija, (2006) in their
study recommend that organizations can use more than one control modes and can make a
combination of control mechanisms in order to increase performance.
More recently, Cardinal et al., (2004) proposed the concept of balance of control modes. Their
central argument, which builds upon Long et al. (2002), is that the use of output control, input
control and behavior control simultaneously outperform the use of a single control mode.
However the balance is vaguely defined as “harmonious use of multiple forms of control”. This
stream of research, including Snell (1992), Turner and Makhija (2006), implicitly assumes
interaction among control modes but does not examine how control modes interact. While
utilizing multiple control modes could also lead to unsatisfactory results (Tiwana, 2010; Tiwana
and Keil, 2007). Understanding how the various control modes interact is critical to
understanding how combinations could improve performance. A further limitation of control
theory is that it historically assumed the perspective of managers “controlling” subordinates
(Krisch et al., 2002).
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2. Literature Review
2.1: Project Uncertainty and Project Success
A concept of uncertainty is broad regarding its meaning. Uncertainty can evoke fear or warned
about future options and chances that can be examined, based upon the context. An entrepreneur
may take uncertainties generously with in specific market which he can exploit. Being a multidimensional concept, it has been studied among wide scholarly disciplines such as physics,
mathematics and psychology. A mathematician takes uncertainty as a concept which may entail
the likelihood of outcome (Attewell, 2009); A psychologist thinks uncertainty as a concept which
is broadly discussed as an objective or subjective phenomena (Kahnemann and Tversky, 1982)
and a businessman thinks uncertainties serves as the basis for many strategic decisions (Harrison,
1992).
Numerous scholars have made distinct the probable sources of uncertainty in projects. Among
all, the complications appear because of product requirement, choices made regarding use of
technology or involvement of different characters in the project (Cleden 2009; Martinsuo et al.,
2014). Weick, (1995) further mentioned two more sources of uncertainty that is the information
overcharged with vagueness and the rate at which the changes arises in project and randomness
in timing and direction of change. Uncertainty may also arise due to the factors incorporated by
the external environment, for example, decision making processes of a system, or from the outer
market or by the actions of a competitor (Aaltonen, 2011; Winch, 2010). Another major source
of project uncertainty is observed at an individual level, like uncertainty may be taken and
interpreted differently by various employees depending upon the nature of respective personality
12

(Madsen and Pries-Heje, 2009), thus uncertainty is tough to determine when taken as a
subjective phenomenon (Perminova et al., 2008).
Project uncertainty is assumed to have negative impact on project success (Jiang et al., 2002).
The lack of awareness regarding needs of a client or absenteeism of skills in the particular
application domain of the project developer team leads it towards complexity to completely
define the clear and accurate requirement, and that may cause client’s need not to be met
properly and hence be the reason for fall in the performance. Using the unknown technologies
may cause software related problems and thus lessen the performance of software natured
product (Nidumolu, 1995).
Numerous studies indicate the inter-relation of project uncertainty with project success (Rai and
Al-Hindi, 2000; Sussman and Guinan, 1999). Level of project success is defined differently by
different school of thoughts. Literature concerned with information technology defines project
success as conformance with the minimum technological requirements necessary to complete the
project (Schultz and Slevin, 1975). On the other hand, project success is also measured in terms
of how effectively the constraints of cost, quality standards and time, etc are met (Slevin and
Pinto, 1986). Referring to scholars of information system Rai and Al-Hindi, (2000), the success
of projects can also be measured in terms of efficiency of process and effectiveness of project.
H1: Project uncertainty is negatively associated with project success.
2.2: Project Uncertainty and Project Control
By Mehta et al., (2014), just collecting a large volume of information is not enough when level
of uncertainty is high. To resolve uncertainty, it is required that team members collect complete
information and interpret it clearly to make accurate use of it in decision making. Team members
remain involved throughout the project life cycle by the interactive use of information, it thus
13

can be seen as a reserved and organized mechanism that permits project managers to not just
collect bulk of information, but also stimulate the mutual understanding of the gathered
information (Kerzner, 2006; Henry et al., 2007). It is important to mention here that studies
related to the domain of management control has observed that environment with high
uncertainty asks for more interactive use of control system, like organizational restructuring and
innovations (Bisbe and Otley, 2004).
Interactive use of control system demands proper focus of the participants and manager, presence
at formal in person meetings, gathering and sharing of information, and hence it calls for
substantial time and effort (Widener, 2007). This recommends that this type of use is beneficial
in the environment with high uncertainty but adds costs and outweighs the benefits of system
when uncertainty is low and thus results in poor performance. As use of this system inflict
unneeded meetings and interactions which may cause surcharge of information and thus made it
unable to meet the cost and time constraint specified for the project (Chong, 1996).This notion
has also been studied by Sakka et al., (2013) who made an observation about interactive systems
that it affects the performance positively.
As mentioned by Koufteros et al., (2002, p. 339), ambiguousness demands the structural
mechanism that not just provide the bulk of data but escalate discussion, clarification and
execution, which recommends that contexts with high level of ambiguity calls for interactive use
of control systems because the implementation of this system adds extra costs, it would be fair
enough to consider that it will be suitable to enhance performance of projects to be executed in
environment with high ambiguity but not with low ambiguity. Sakka et al., (2013) is an
exception who figured out that when technical complexity is of high level, the interactive use of
control system improves project performance
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H2: Project uncertainty is negatively associated with project control.
2.3 Project control and project success
Project control basically refers to completion of project by meeting effectively the time and cost
constraint by analyzing the actual performance and progress of the project and applying different
techniques. To determine the actual performance of the project regarding time and budget, the
starting point is evaluated by the baseline schedule or PV (planned value). These concepts of
Earned Value Management in particular (Fleming and Koppelman, 2005; Vanhoucke, 2010a)
and project management and control (Kerzner, 2013) in general are described in books on project
management.
Effective control in real time is based on two types of information: (a) a list of tasks to be
executed on the respective day and (b) measurement of the actual performance in the same terms.
Most of the project control models and techniques related studies have devised computer
supported project control system embodying quantitative project management concepts (Acebes
et al., 2014). Such studies are intended to simplify the project control models regarding their
practical implementation, as cited by Jung and Kang, (2007), Kim and Liu, (2007), Benjaoran,
(2009) and Marco et al., (2009). Gorog, (2009) and Cho et al., (2010) established various models
which integrates the information about resources with information about cost and schedule so
that effectual planning for construction process can be achieved. Such studies do not target
control process during implementation but project planning process. Projects demands
monitoring and control processes because they are of vigorous nature and are executed in
dynamic environments. Barraza and Bueno, (2007) criticized the ignorance of such dynamic
characteristics of projects by the present project control studies.
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2.4: Mediating role of project control between project uncertainty and project success
Jacob, (2006) and Kane, (2004) stated that the much utilized and apprehended output scales are
the true measures for project performance such that they are employed on the activity level rather
than higher WBS levels or control account level but Van Houcke, (2011) presented the idea of
examining the project top-down, i.e., in two ways, based in earned value metrics. Preferably, we
pursue the idea put forward by Vanhoucke, (2010) which asserts that at higher WBS levels, well
performing activities (ahead of planned time) mask the negative impacts of underperforming
activities (delays). This can result in hiding any potential obstacles. He argues that for
practitioners to lower WBS levels in case of complications, only project-based approach can be
considered.

Lipke et al., (2009) observed that a thorough inspection of a comprehensive

schedule can contribute to disrupting effect on the project team and can prove to be quite
stressful.
The second approach is bottom-up approach which is in total contrast to top-down approach, and
depends on subset of project activities to stimulate the corrective action process. Subset of
activities has a giant impression on the overall performance and progress of the project, thus it is
pivotal to serve analysis of schedule risk for examining the sensitivity of activity information to
drive the manager’s focus towards activities’ subset. These activities because of their extremely
sensitive nature are the basis for exhaustive control; on the contrary other activities do not
demand much attention during the execution of project. Vanhoucke, (2012)tried to figure out the
cause for effective results by earned value method and schedule risk analysis in few projects than
in others. Hazir and Shtub, (2011) analyzed the association between project control and
information presentation and they create simulation software to deal with uncertain
environments. Using Monte Carlo simulation, the cost related statistical distribution functions
16

and the time duration of project required for completion can be determined. Hence, it can be
known within a specific assurance level, at the closure of the project, either or not the project is
under control by evaluating if the project is completed within the expected variability or not. And
thus consequently, buffers can be computed for the projects under control at the completion of
the project. But the project managers are not willing to hold up till the completion of the project
to evaluate either or not the project to be carried out is under control, rather they want to know it
while the project is in its execution phase, so that they can go for right decisions and corrective
measurements, whenever project warns them with over time and over budget conditions.
To make the previously stated questions answered, Pajares and López-Paredes, (2011)
recommended dividing the buffer of completed project into sub-buffers for every time period,
such that the time interval for every buffer is in proportional relation to the risk reduced for the
respective time interval. To second this, the risk baseline concept is defined by them as the
progression of ‘project risk value’ during the execution phase of project. To determine the risk
in project at any instant, it is assumed that till that instance of time the project is executed as per
plan and that the risk of project at that particular instance is evaluated as the risk of the tasks of
the project which are still to be executed. Here it is important to note that statistical variance can
be used as a mean for the measurement of risk regarding cost as well as duration. Moreover, the
value of risk reduced in any specific period can be determined as the difference calculated
among the values of the risk baseline with in that respective interval.
Referring to the new approach, Acebes et al., (2014) suggested the basics for project simulation
using Monte Carlo methodology. Simulation is basically done to get aware of the probable
realizations regarding projects, and information is grouped in form of percentage of project
completion. By them, risk develop as a result of uncertainty, risk actually is the uncertainty that
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matters, it is therefore essential to examine that rather the project performance is accordant with
the project random nature or if opposite, divergences can be described by the instability of the
planned stages of the project and the appearance of unpredicted and unexpected situations.
Referring to these assumptions, the methodology serves us to estimate distribution of the project
in terms of cost and time duration, and this facet thus forms the basic understanding for the
control approach. If a project is under control and meeting the defined constraints, it is assumed
that variations can be explained by use of normal stochastic variability, however if a project is
not satisfying the constraints, it then calls for project manager attention to consider what is going
out of the plan. Implementations of corrective actions are dependent on the particular project
context, like sharp deadlines may require small buffers of control.
H3: There is a positive association between project control and project success.
H4: Project control plays a mediating role between project uncertainty and project success.
2.5: Moderating role of uncertainty avoidance between project uncertainty and project
control
Much priority has been given to organizational culture by professionals and researchers since the
end of twentieth century. This eventually resulted in a number of studies being conducted in this
respect. (e.g., Schein, 2004; Cameron and Quinn, 1999). As elucidated by Schein (2004), the
culture of a group is “a pattern of shared basic assumptions that was learned by a group as it
solved its problems of external adaptation and internal integration, that has worked well enough
to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to
perceive, think and feel in relation to those problems.” Organizational culture was rendered as
the major discerning characteristic of accredited companies by (Cameron and Quinn, 2011).
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The considerable effect of organizational culture on durable efficiency of organizations is a fact
common to professionals and researchers. Nevertheless, there is still requirement of parameters,
structures, or wherewithal for the establishment and implementation of organizational culture as
essential, thereby boosting up the performance of organization (Cameron and Quinn, 2011).
Various studies proclaim theoretical models and assessment tools for organizational culture, for
instance, Askansasy et al., (2000) Organizational Profile Questionnaire (OPQ), Glover et al.
(1994) Cultural Assets Profiles (CAPS), O'Reilly et al., (1991) Organizational Culture Profile
(OCP); Maull et al.'s (2001) Personal, Customer Orientation and Cultural Issues (PCOC); Cooke
and Lafferty, (1983) Organizational Culture Inventory (OCI); and Cameron and Quinn's, (1999)
Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument (OCAI).
Analysis of concerned literature shows that the project can be effected in more than one ways by
culture. Initially, starting from the basic level, culture differences can contribute to elevation in
team heterogeneity. This can cause subtle changes. Under proper management, these
heterogeneous teams (e.g. by culture, gender, ethnicity) can significantly outperform
homogenous teams (Miller et al., 2000). For them, the probability of finding ingenious and
novel remedies in unmanageable situations is considerably higher as compared with homogenous
groups. On the other hand; there is better communication in case of homogenous groups
especially of the non-verbal kind. Thus, poor communication will be observed as an outcome of
incompetent management (Loosemore and Lee, 2002). Secondly, given the one-off, unique
nature of projects success to a large extent is based on the effective learning and development of
the project team members. Data from pedagogical studies unveils an apparent difference in the
preferred learning style of population of different culture (Ramburuth and Mccormick, 2001). As
a result, there could be discrepancy among the members of a culturally diverse team in terms of
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learning, scanning their conditions and environment and identifying risks. It is even claimed, by
some authors, that a cross-cultural training falls short in highlighting the elements of
organization and environment that greatly affect the overall effectiveness of international
projects (Kealey et al., 2005).
The short time span of which a project is comprised and its non-permanent nature may contribute
to the failure of developing an existing culture at the collective project level and makes it
impossible for project-team members and stakeholders, from diverse organizations, to form a
culture. Henceforth, the likelihood of prevalence of differences based on culture is for the timespan of project and its effect on the project participants’ performance will be higher as compared
to the whole organization where the present organizational culture could be more prominent.
That being so, we hold that more in-depth insights can be provided by our research question
exceeding the present research on the apparent role of culture on organizational conduct and
operation management, such as, presented by (Prajogo and Mcdermott, 2011).
At the outset, Hofstede (1980; 1983b) postulated that a ‘national culture’ is present and four
dimensions were set as parameter for measurement of this culture: power distance,
individualism/collectivism,

masculinity/femininity

and

uncertainty

avoidance/preference.

Subsequently, a fifth dimension termed as long-term/short-term was added by Hofstede and
Bond (1988).Hofstede’s model is however criticized. Particularly, harshly criticizing,
McSweeney, (2002) questioned Hofstede’s framework of culture as ‘national’, the assumptions
of methodology that support the system and findings. Winch et al., (1997) investigated and
declined Hofstede, (1980) hypothesis targeting the differences observed in the organizational
structure of French and British by the impact of cultural facets and dimensions. However,
because it is economical and clear, Hofstede’s framing and structure remains persuasive:
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Numerous studies figured out Hofstede described dimensions to impact different outcomes as
basic effects, moderators and mediators; also at varied levels (Kirkman et al., 2006).Hofstede’s
dimensions serves as basis for cultural exploration and evaluation (Newman and Nollen, 1996,
Pagell et al., 2005), part-basis for a new framework (House et al. 2004) or comparators for
alternative dimensions (Schwartz, 1994b). Although Hofstede’s framework is accompanied a lot
of short comes, yet it is taken in to determine what impact cultural values make success or failure
factors of the project. Fifth dimension is excluded from the study because it is less accepted and
applied comparative to the four original dimensions (Fang, 2003) and not tested much.
H5: Uncertainty avoidance moderates the relationship between project uncertainty
and project control.

2.6: Research Model:
The complete model tested in this study is shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Research Model
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Chapter 3
Methodology
3.1: Introduction
In this chapter, the methodology is described which is used to find out relationship of uncertainty
and project success, with the mediating role of project control and moderating role of uncertainty
avoidance. The methodology chapter deals with research design, covers all data collection
techniques (population and sample), and also highlights measurement and instrument reliability
analysis
3.2. Research design
Research design is a framework of research plan of action. Zikmund (2003) defines research
design as a plan of the researcher that defines the procedure and method for collecting and
analyzing the necessary information. Research design includes time horizon, types of setting and
unit of analysis which are discussed below.
3.2.1. Types of study
This is a causal study where the impact of a project uncertainty on project success with the
mediating role of protects control and moderating role of uncertainty avoidance was measured on
basis of self- reported perception.
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3.2.2. Study setting
The participant for study from the field because the supervisor and their subordinate contacted in
project base public and private organization was contacted to fill the questionnaire in their
natural work environment.
3.2.3. Time Horizon
The data were collected in one month for this study, the data in nature cross sectional and
collected at one time. .
3.2.4. Unit of Analysis
Unit of analysis can be an object or individual whose character and features is to be analyzed.
Unit of analysis can be either dyad, individual, group, industry, organization, country or cultural
from the where data are collected. For this study unit of analysis was individual public and
private project base organizations employees from Islamabad, Rawalpindi, Gilgit Baltistan.
3.2.5. Population
Population is a set of peoples, events, things connected with interest that the researcher wants to
investigate (Sekaran, 2001). The current study population is employees of the project base
organization from Islamabad, Rawalpindi and Gilglit Baltistan.
3.2.6. Sample
The data collection was done from development sector of twin cities and Gilgit Baltistan of
Pakistan. It is somehow hard to identify the total number of employees working in this sector but
this sector has shown significant growth in the past 5 years. This sector has contributed
significantly in different parts of Pakistan as well. Due to the large number of population of this
sector, it is not possible to cover all employees due to different constraints such as time scarcity,
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resource scarcity and cost. Hence a sample was selected to collect data from this industry. The
sample size selected for this study was 300. The total numbers of 360 questionnaires were
distributed in twin cities in different NGO’s. Some of the NGO’s included Hashoo Foundation,
Aga Khan Rural Support Program, Aurat Foundation, Lead, Positive Pakistan, Islamic Relief and
Al-Khidmat Foundation etc. For this research 360 questionnaires were distributed and 315
questionnaires were received back for data analysis, 15 of them were incomplete and discarded.
The respondent response rate was 86.9% out of 100% which is highly positive response. Thus
data analysis used the final sample size of 300.
In order to collect data from the selected sample, it was important to select a sampling strategy as
well. The sampling strategy used in this study is non probability sampling i.e. convenient and
judgmental sampling. The companies were first contacted with reference person and the
respondents were requested to take part in a survey. Questionnaires were sent through emails and
hard copy for their convenience.
3.2.6.1. Sample Characteristics:
In the early stage of data analysis, demographics and basic characteristics were drawn to have an
idea about the frequency of demographics. Table 1 shows the characteristics of gender.
3.2.6.2: Gender
Table 1: Gender frequency and percentage
Frequency

Valid Percent

Cumulative percent

Male

201

67.0

67.0

Female

99

33.0

100

Total

300

100
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First table represents the gender composition of the sample in which 67.0% were male and 33.0
% female. The male percentage is high.
3.2.6.3: Age
Table 2 represents the data characteristics for the age of respondents. The results show that that
40.3 % of the respondents were in the age group of 18-25, 37% respondents were in the age of
26-33, 13.7% employees were between 34-41, 7% respondents were in the age group of 42-49
and 2% were 50 or above.

Table 2: Frequency and percentage of age
Frequency

Percent

Cumulative percent

18-25

121

40.3

40

26-33

111

37.0

77.3

34-41

41

13.7

91.0

42-49

21

7.0

98.0

50 above

6

2.0

100

Total

300

100

Table 2 shows the composition of the sample with reference to age groups. 40.3% of respondents
age were 18-25, 37.0% respondents age were 26-33 range, 13.7% respondents age were in 34-41
range, 7.0% respondents age were in 42-49 range and just 2.0% respondents were more than
50years. In that study, the percentage of 18-25 respondents is high.
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3.2.6.4: Qualification
Table 3 explains the qualification of respondents.
Table 3: Respondents and their qualification
Frequency

Valid Percent

Cumulative percent

Metric

7

2.3

2.3

Inter

45

15.0

17.3

Bachelor

91

30.3

47.7

Master

105

35.0

82.7

MS/MPhil

49

16.3

99.0

PhD

3

1.0

100.0

Total

300

100

In the above table represent the respondents qualification, matric qualified was 2.3%, inter
qualified was 15.0%, bachelor qualified was 30.3%, master qualified was 35.0%,MS/Mphil
qualified was 16.3%, Phd qualified respondent was 1.0% and .in table 3 the master qualified
percentage is high.
3.2.6.5: Work Experience
Table 4: Experience
Frequency

Valid Percent

Cumulative percent

0-5

77

25.7

25.7

6-10

74

24.7

50.3

11-16

81

27.0

77.3

17-22

47

15.7

93.8

23-28

18

6.0

99.6

29 above

3

1.0

100
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Total

300

100

Table 4 represent the respondent experience of the work, in which high percentage of
respondents work experience is 25.7% in range (0-5), in range (6-10) the respondents experience
were 24.7%, in category (11-16) the respondents experience were 27.0%, in category (17-22) the
respondent experience were 15.7%, in category (23-28) the respondent experience were 6.0%
and above 29 the experience of respondents were 1.0%.
3.3. Measurements
In this study close ended questionnaire was used to measure four variables, on five likert scale
from “Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree”. Where 1= strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=
neutral, 4= agree, 5= strongly agree. These variables were used for divers’ source.
3.3.1. Project Uncertainty
Project Uncertainty was measured with the questions developed by Iacovou, Charalambos L.,
Ronald L. Thompson, and H. Jeff Smith (2009). The questions were designed on 5 point likert.
The sample questions for this construct were: Requirements fluctuated quite a bit in earlier
phases of a project; Requirements fluctuated quite a bit in later phases of a project. The
Reliability was 0.707.
3.3.2 Project control
Project Control is variable was taken as a mediator in this study. The variable was measure by
adapting the questionnaire developed by Iacovou, Charalambos L., Ronald L. Thompson, and H.
Jeff Smith in 2009. Some sample questions of this variable were: Project team members actively
participated in the definition of project goals and schedules, every effort was made to keep
project team turnover at a minimum. The reliability of this measurement was 0.919.
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3.3.3. Uncertainty Avoidance
Uncertainty Avoidance is important to note that this is one of the dimensions recommended by
Hofstede in his study. Uncertainty avoidance was measure with the help of the questions
developed by Rai, Arun, Likoebe M. Maruping, and ViswanathVenkatesh in 2009 which had
four questions. Some sample questions related to this variable were: Competition between
employees usually does more harm than good; one can be a good manager without having
precise answers to most questions that subordinates may raise about their work. The reliability of
this measurement was 0.651.
3.3.4. Project a success
Project success was a dependent variable in this study and is measured by using the
questionnaire developed by Kuen, C. W., Zailani, S., & Fernando in 2009. The sample questions
for this construct were: The project has completed on time, The Project was used by its intended
clients and I am satisfied with the process by which the project was implemented. The reliability
of this measurement was 0.785.
3.4. Pilot testing
Table 5 shows the reliability analysis of instruments. First, we collected 50 questionnaires from
authentic respondents and 40 questionnaire considered for analysis. Nunnally and Bernstein
(1994) explained the standard of Cronbach’s Alpha is more or equal.70.
Table 5: Instrument Reliability
Variables

Items

Cronbach’s alpha

Project uncertainty

6

.707

Project Control

4

.919

Uncertainty Avoidance

4

.785

Project Success

12

.651
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Project uncertainty cronbach’s alpha value is 0.707 in the current study, the cronbach’s value of
Project control in that study is 0.919, Uncertainty avoidancecronbach’s value is in the current
study is 0.785 and Project Success value of cronbach’s is 0.651.
3.4.1. Means, Minimum, Maximum, Standard Deviations,
Some other important statistical information was also calculated. The Table 4 shows the
minimum value of response, maximum value of Likert scale response, mean and standard
deviations of the data collected. The results shows that total sample size was 300, Mean value for
Project Uncertainty (PU) is 4.17, mean value for project control (PC) was 3.98, mean value for
project success was 2.31 and Uncertainty avoidance was 4.13.
Table 6: Basic Calculations

Variables
PU
PC
PS
UA
Valid N (listwise)

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

300

1.00

5.00

4.17

0.83

300

1.00

5.00

3.98

1.00

300

1.00

5.00

2.31

0.63

300

1.00

5.00

4.13

0.95

300

3.4.2. Factor Analysis
One of the popular methods to trim the data and enhance the results of the analysis is factor
analysis. Factor analysis is used by researchers to identify the number of factors calculated by a
questionnaire. The construct validity issue can be resolved with factor analysis. As specified by
Kerlinger and Lee (2000), the test enhances the factors and the structures identified by it. It may
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also represent the number of relationship identified by the items with each other and also inter
construct relationship as well. Principal factor analysis was conducted. The items were deleted
which were cross loaded and the pattern matrix.

Table 2: Factor Analysis of all items
Pattern Matrix

a

Factor
1

2

PC1

.960

PC4

.911

PC3

.900

PC2

.691

3

PU3

.795

PU4

.794

PU5

.674

PU6

.635

PU2

.389

4

PS2

.772

PS1

.768

PS4

.622

UA3

.712

UA4

.689

UA1

.505

UA2

.418

Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
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CHAPTER 4
4.1 Data Analysis and Results:
This chapter comprises of results of the present study. Descriptive statistics, correlations, alpha
reliabilities, and results of linear mediated and moderated regression analysis are represented in
both narrative form and tabular forms. Moreover, discussion of the study related findings, its
theoretical and practical implications with strengths and limitations of the study, and directions
for future research are also discussed.
4.1.1 Regression Analysis
The regression analysis was used to measure the effect and causal relationship between the
independent and dependent variable. For the regression analysis, an ordinary least square method
was used. For this method, the index for each variable was developed by summing up different
questions for each variable. And then the average was calculated from the index. The values of
the beta coefficient, R-squared, and change in R-squared are presented in Table 2.

4.2: Correlation Analysis:
Table 7 shows the correlation analysis for the variables. The correlation analysis is assumed as
the important step towards before regression as it identifies the level of relationship existing
within the variables. The results show that project uncertainty is negatively correlated to project
control with significant value of -.458**, project uncertainty is negatively correlated to project
success and the value is highly correlated with the value of -.776**. The correlation of project
uncertainty and uncertainty avoidance was 0.60.
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Table 7: Correlation Matrix
1

1. Project Uncertainty

2

3

4

1

2.Project Control

-.458**

1

3.Project Success

-.776**

.566**

1

4.Uncertainty Avoidance

.600**

-.439**

-.787**

1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

In addition to correlation analysis, regression analysis was also run between dependant and
independent variables i.e. project uncertainty and project success. For this purpose the mean
values for the variables selected. The results show that the r2 was .56 which shows that the rate of
change in the dependant value due to independent value is 56%. The r2 change in the results
show .320 which means that if the biases are excluded the effect decreases to .320. The results
are given in Table 8.
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Table 8: Regression analysis results
Predictors

Project Success
ẞ

t

R²

∆R²

Step 1
Control Variables

0.026

Gender

-0.219

Age

0.070

Education

0.013

Experience

-0.070

Step 2
Constant

1.649

Gender

-0.200

Age

-0.046

Education

0.011

Experience

-0.032

Project Uncertainty

0.356

11.8

0.566

0.320

Table values are standardized beta weights.
a

n = 300

*** correlation is significant at the 0.000 level

4.3. Mediation with Bootstrapping
By using the Preacher and Hayes Analysis a multiple regression analysis was run with the
bootstrap sample of 5000 as recommended by literature (MacKinnon, Lockwood, & Williams,
2004; Preacher & Hayes, 2004). The results are presented in Table 9.
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Table 9: Mediation Analysis, Direct, Indirect and Total Effects
Meditation
Effects of Project Control as a mediator (M) between the Project Uncertanity (IV) and Project Success (DV)
IV

Effect of IV
on M

Effect of M on
DV

Direct
Effect

Total
Effect

Bootstrapping
result for indirect
effects
LL
95%
UL 95%
CI
CI

Project
-0.6009***
0.1678***
-0.5410
-0.6419*** -.1813 -.0536
Uncertainty
IV= independent variable, M = mediator, DV= dependent variable, LL = lower limit, UL = upper limit, CI=
confidence interval.
a
n = 300;
* p< .05; ** p< .01; *** p< .001;

In the present dissertation, Project Uncertainty is a variable X that assumed to Project Success so
it is denoted by Y. The variable X (PU) is called the casual variable and variable Y (Y) is called
outcome.
In pictorial form unmediated model is

Figure 2: Unmediated Model

The path c in above model is called total effect. The effect of high-performance work practices
on project success may be mediated by Islamic work ethics. The mediating variable has been
denoted by M. The mediating model is
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Figure 3: Mediated Model

The following figure showed the indirect effects of high-performance work practices on project
success.The coefficients of the path a, b, and c* are showed in the figure.

Note: *p<.05, **p <.01, ***p <.001
Figure 4: Coefficients of mediated model
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4.4. Moderation Analysis
The moderation was used to determine that whether the relationship between high-performance
work practices and project success depends on Islamic work ethics. The moderation analysis is
basically multiple regression equations with an interaction term.
Table10 : Results for moderation analysis
Moderation analysis results
Predictors

Project Control
ẞ

R²

∆R²

Step 1
0.252
Project Uncertanity

-.398***

Uncertainty avoidance

-.338***

Step 2
Project Uncertanity

.346***

Uncertainty avoidance

-.280

Interaction Term (MPU*MUA)

-.107***

0.266

.014**

Table values are standardized beta weights.
*** correlation is significant at the 0.000 level
a

n = 300;

* p< .05; ** p< .01; *** p< .001;
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4.4.1: Interaction Moderated Graph
Figure 4. Interactive effects of Project uncertainty and uncertainty avoidance on Project
control.

Figure 5: Mod Graph
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4.5: Results:
Table: 9 the model summary for the regression analysis is given in table -----. The results show
that the correlation between Project Uncertainty and success is .566 and the R square value was
.32. It means that one unit change in project uncertainty effects 32% in project success. The F
value is also significant.

The coefficient table shows the beta value for the regression analysis. The hypothesis 1 assumed
that there is a negative relationship between project uncertainty and success. The hypothesis was
accepted with the P value of .000 and beta of .356. Hence

Table 10 shows the mediation analysis was conducted by using the bootstrapping method
presented by Preacher and Hayes (2008). Bootstrapping is a nonparametric method that
generates an estimate of the indirect effect including 95% confidence interval. When zero is not
in the confidence interval it means that indirect effect is significantly different from zero at
p<0.05 (two-tailed). The bootstrapping method allows the researcher to avoid shortcomings of
the earlier stepwise approach for testing mediation (Hayes, 2008). Furthermore, a better estimate
can be drawn with the bootstrapping method because of its resampling with replacement
approach.
The results show the coefficient values for all independent, dependent and mediating variables.
The independent variable was project uncertainty, dependent variable was project success and
mediating variable was project control. The results show that there is a significant relationship
between the IV and Mediator with a P value of .000 (path a). The direct effect of the mediator
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with dependant variable was also significant with coefficient value of .1678 and P value of 0.000
(P <.005). Path C which is the direct relationship of independent variable and dependent variable
is -.641 (p=.000). At last the c’ value for the above model was -.541 ( p=.000). The results show
that the model is fit with the significant P value and r2 of .65. The change in coefficient value of
c and c’ shows that there is a partial value change in c and c’ path. It can be claimed that
uncertainty avoidance partially mediates the relationship between project uncertainty and project
success.
Table 11 represents the test for the interaction effects of uncertainty avoidance on project
uncertainty and project control, moderated multiple regression analysis was used, as suggested
by Cohen, Cohen, West, and Aiken (2003). The variables were transformed as centred variables
by subtracting the aggregate with the mean values. In addition the interactional variables were
also created to examine the moderating effect. A hierarchical regression was run by entering the
data in two steps. In step 1 the independent and moderating variables were regressed with
dependant variable and the results show significant values. In step number 2 the transformed
interactional value was regressed with the dependant variable. The results show a significant
moderation effect. (β = 0.107p < 0.000). Hence the hypothesis of moderation of uncertainty
avoidance is accepted.
By using the SPSS software, the moderation graph was also constructed to show the high, low
and medium effects of moderation. the indepedant variable was plotted on x-axis and dependant
variable was ploted on y-axis. The moderation graph depicts three different levels of moderation.
the moderation variable was grouped intro three cataogies and the R sqaure value of high
moderation is 0.096, the R square value of low moderation is 0.008 and R square of medium
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moderation was 0.082. The R square value shows that the moderation is significant at high and
medium level.
Table 3: Summary of hypothesis testing
No
.

Hypothesis Statement

Results

H1

There is a negative association between project uncertainty and project success.

Accepted

H2

There is a negative association between abusive project uncertainty and project control.

Accepted

H3
H4
H5

There is a positive association between project control and project success.
Project control plays a mediating role between project uncertainty and project success.
Uncertainty avoidance moderates the relationship between project uncertainty and project
control.

Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
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5. Discussion
This section relates to the detailed discussion of the hypothesis generated with literature support
and explanation of the results in light of the theory and empirical evidence. The chapter is
divided into three major parts where part 1 discusses the hypothesis results, second portion
discusses the implications to the theory and practitioners and last portion discusses the
limitations and future research.
The aim of this research was to investigate the direct and indirect relationships of project
uncertainty on project success. In addition to the direct effects, the study also investigated the
mediating effect of project control on project uncertainty and success. The study in the
conceptual model explored the moderating effect uncertainty avoidance on project uncertainty
and project control in nongovernmental organizations working in twin cities. The results
revealed a significant relationship between dependent and independent variables. The study
serves evidence from the development sector of Pakistan and the findings can be used by the
policy makers and managers for effectiveness in the project fields. The

study

developed

5

hypothesis and all hypothesis were supported by data findings and theory as well.
Project uncertainty has attracted attention from different researchers over the past decade as one
of the critical factors in project success. Project uncertainty is a result of unclear goals and
objectives defined by the clients. (Lenfle, 2011. A study by Perminova et al (2008) suggested a
new approach to risk management and believed that risk is one of the fears in project
implementation. Uncertainty refers to the variation in the defined objectives (Chapman et al.,
2006; Ward & Chapman, 2003). The hypothesis developed in this study assumed that project
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uncertainty has a negative relationship with project success. The findings of current study are in
line with the previous studies (Williams et al., 2012). Authors such as Wallace et al *2004) and
Han Huang (2007) concluded that risk factors are negatively correlated to project success. This
study only proves the negative relationship between uncertainty and success but does not identify
what kind of uncertainties can be found in literature. Hence this can be a limitation of the study
and future authors can address it to identify what major factors can lead to high uncertainty.
The results of this study in regard to the investigation of project uncertainity on project success
provide an extension to the debates in the literature about approaches and causal effects of
uncertainity on project success. The support for the direct relationship of uncertainity and
success is found with the studies conducted by (Raz et al., 2002; Zwikael&Ahn, 2011). The
results also synchronize the assumptions provided by complexity theory and suggest that projects
must be explored for different kinds of uncertainties.
Hypothesis related to mediation in this study assumed that project control mediates the
relationship between project uncertainty and success. The hypothesis was accepted with partial
mediation where the c path and c’ path observed slight changes in the coefficient values. The
study extends the findings by MahmoudRajablu et al (2015), where the authors tested the mediating
role of risk control and recommended that project overall control should also be investigated.

As it has been described in PMI (2013) that the strong control in the process leads to the better
and desired results. Along with this line Yazici (2009), demonstrated that in the project success
the culture, values that representants the importance of the shared goals, cohesion and
commitment of the human resource, play a vital role. This supports the stewardship theory,
which advocates that the behavior of the individual is aligned with the organizational goal and
supportive of achieving the collectivistic goals. The individual do not support the individualistic
goals and the self-serving goals. As project managers are agents and their task is to complete the
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complex projects its deliverables, therefore the practices which help to achieve such goals are
required by the principle (Turner & Muller, 2004).
5.1: Limitations and future directions
Even though this study has provided empirical evidence in regard to the relationship between the
chosen variables but limitations in a study cannot be avoided. First the scope of the study is quiet
limited and more dimensions to the culture (uncertainty avoidance, long term orientations vs.
short term orientation, feminity vs masculinity, power distance) cannot be studied at once. Future
researcher can look into this limitation by examining different dimensions of culture and its
moderating role in Pakistani setting. The study was limited only to the nongovernmental sector
in Pakistan, but more industries could not be selected due to the time and cost constraint. In
future studies must try to explore cross industry and inter industry comparison of project
uncertainty and other connected variables. This study only investigates the causal effect of
uncertainty with success Lastly the sample size is small, the sample size has huge effects on
analysis properties and results, in addition to it the sample size is also affected due to non
accessibility of resources in other cities. The future studies should select healthier sample size
and test the model in order to have better generalizability.
5.2: Conclusion
In a developing country like Pakistan, project management practices are not as mature as found
in developed country and weak empirical evidence is found in the area of project management
especially non government organizations. It is pertinent to mention that project management is
growing its roots in Pakistan as huge amount of projects are observed in the past decade. This
study focused on the non government organizations (NGO’s) working in twin cities and has tried
to find empirical evidence for the negative relationship of project uncertainty on success. The
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project managers in this industry are responsible to deliver the promised results in time but this
evidence will help the managers to better control the outcomes and forecast different kinds of
risks in their respective projects. By identifying the relationship, it is also important to explore
the kinds of uncertainties on specific projects in this industry which the future researchers should
take into consideration. The study also concludes that culture and values play an important role
in such relationship which must be taken in consideration by project managers. Pakistani culture
is more collectivist and managers tend to avoid uncertainty and risk taking attiude is found less.
Hence it can be said that due to such cultural difficulties and political dominance, managers may
not

have

high

controls

on

project

outcomes.
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Appendices:

Appendix A:
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
N
Project

team

Missing

Percent

N

Total

Percent

N

Percent

members

actively participated in the
300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

definition of project goals
and schedules.
Every effort was made to
keep project team turnover
at a minimum.
The

project

team

met

frequently.
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Project

team

members

were kept informed about
300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

major decisions concerning
the project.
Requirements

fluctuated

quite a bit in earlier phases
of the project.
Requirements

fluctuated

quite a bit in later phases of
the project.
Requirements identified at
the beginning of the project
were quite often different
from those existing at the
end.
Users

of

the

system

differed a great deal among
themselves

in

the

requirements to be met by
it.
A lot of effort had to be
spent in reconciling the
requirements

of

various

users of this system.
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It was difficult to customize
the system to one set of
users

without

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

reducing

support to other users.
How often do you feel
nervous at work
One can be a good manager
without

having

precise

answers to most question
that subordinates may raise
about their work
Competition
employees

between
usually

does

more harm than good.
A

company’s

or

organizations rules should
not be broken-not even
when the employee thinks
it is in company’s best
interest.
The project has completed
on time
The project has completed
according to the budget
allocated
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The project that has been
300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

developed works
The Project was used by its
intended clients
The project has directly
benefited
users

the

intended

either

through

increasing

efficiency

or

employee effectiveness
Given

the

problem

for

which it was developed, the
project seems to do the
best job of solving that
problem.
Important clients, directly
affected by the project was
implemented
I am satisfied with the
process

by

which

the

project was implemented
The project has no or
minimal technical start-up
problems because it was
readily

accepted

by

its

intended users
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The project has directly
lead to improve or more
300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

300

100.0%

0

0.0%

300

100.0%

effective decision making or
performance for the clients
The project has made a
positive impact on those
who make use of it
The result of the project
represent

a

improvement

definite
in

performance over the way
clients used to perform
these activities
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Appendix B:
Descriptives
Statistic

Project

team

Mean

4.1833

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.0866

Mean

4.2801

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

4.2741

Median

4.0000

Std. Error
.04918

members
Variance

.725

actively participated in the
Std. Deviation

.85175

definition of project goals
Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

and schedules.

Skewness

-1.439

.141

3.068

.281

Mean

4.2500

.04407

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.1633

Kurtosis

Every effort was made to Mean

Upper Bound

4.3367

keep project team turnover 5% Trimmed Mean

4.3333

at a minimum.

4.0000

Median
Variance
Std. Deviation

.583
.76340
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Minimum

2.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

3.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-1.229

.141

1.921

.281

Mean

4.3600

.04735

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.2668

Mean

4.4532

Kurtosis

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

4.4778

Median

4.0000

Variance
The

project

team

.673

met
Std. Deviation

.82015

frequently.
Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-2.034

.141

5.616

.281

Mean

4.4933

.03549

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.4235

Mean

4.5632

Kurtosis

Project

team

members
Upper Bound

were kept informed about
5% Trimmed Mean

4.5444

Median

5.0000

major decisions concerning
the project.
Variance
Std. Deviation

.378
.61472
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Minimum

2.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

3.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-1.236

.141

2.500

.281

Mean

3.8833

.06237

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

3.7606

Mean

4.0061

Kurtosis

Requirements

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

3.9778

Median

4.0000

fluctuated Variance

1.167

quite a bit in earlier phases Std. Deviation
of the project.

1.08025

Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-1.128

.141

.687

.281

Mean

3.9633

.06108

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

3.8431

Kurtosis

Requirements

fluctuated Mean

Upper Bound

4.0835

quite a bit in later phases of 5% Trimmed Mean

4.0370

the project.

Median

4.0000

Variance

1.119

Std. Deviation

1.05785
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Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

2.00

Skewness

-.882

.141

Kurtosis

-.025

.281

Mean

3.8200

.05881

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

3.7043

Mean

3.9357

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

3.9074

Requirements identified at Median

4.0000

the beginning of the project Variance

1.038

were quite often different Std. Deviation

1.01869

from those existing at the Minimum

1.00

end.

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean

-1.028

.141

.896

.281

4.0067

.05627

Users of the system differed 95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

3.8959

a

4.1174

great

themselves

deal
in

among Mean
the 5% Trimmed Mean

requirements to be met by Median
it.

Variance
Std. Deviation

Upper Bound

4.1185
4.0000
.950
.97457
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Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-1.454

.141

2.532

.281

Mean

4.1033

.05361

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

3.9978

Mean

4.2088

Kurtosis

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

4.2000

Median

4.0000

A lot of effort had to be
Variance

.862

spent in reconciling the
Std. Deviation
requirements

of

.92855

various
Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

users of this system.

Skewness

-1.418

.141

2.257

.281

Mean

4.1333

.05751

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.0202

Mean

4.2465

Kurtosis

It was difficult to customize
Upper Bound

the system to one set of
users

without

5% Trimmed Mean

4.2333

Median

4.0000

reducing

support to other users.
Variance
Std. Deviation

.992
.99609

73

Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-1.272

.141

1.300

.281

Mean

4.1533

.06652

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.0224

Mean

4.2842

Kurtosis

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

4.2815

Median

4.0000

Variance

1.328

How often do you feel
Std. Deviation

1.15221

nervous at work
Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean

-1.584

.141

1.727

.281

4.2333

.04002

One can be a good manager 95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.1546

without

4.3121

having

precise Mean

Upper Bound

answers to most question 5% Trimmed Mean

4.2741

that subordinates may raise Median

4.0000

about their work

Variance
Std. Deviation

.480
.69317
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Competition
employees

Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-.711

.141

Kurtosis

1.017

.281

Mean

3.9800

.05953

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

3.8628

Mean

4.0972

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

4.0778

Median

4.0000

between Variance
usually

1.063

does Std. Deviation

more harm than good.

1.03109

Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-1.139

.141

1.026

.281

Mean

3.9333

.06733

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

3.8008

Mean

4.0658

Kurtosis

A

company’s

or

organizations rules should
Upper Bound

not be broken-not even
5% Trimmed Mean

4.0370

Median

4.0000

Variance

1.360

when the employee thinks
it is in company’s best
interest.
Std. Deviation

1.16623
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Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-1.258

.141

.842

.281

Mean

4.2767

.04908

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.1801

Mean

4.3732

Kurtosis

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

4.3889

Median

4.0000

Variance

.723

The project has completed
Std. Deviation

.85002

on time
Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-1.813

.141

4.499

.281

Mean

4.3300

.04606

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.2394

Kurtosis

The project has completed Mean

Upper Bound

4.4206

according to the budget 5% Trimmed Mean

4.4333

allocated

4.0000

Median
Variance
Std. Deviation

.637
.79784
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Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-1.858

.141

5.129

.281

Mean

4.5200

.03671

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.4478

Mean

4.5922

Kurtosis

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

4.5704

Median

5.0000

Variance

.404

The project that has been
Std. Deviation

.63583

developed works
Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-2.001

.141

8.028

.281

Mean

4.3400

.03738

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.2664

Mean

4.4136

Kurtosis

Upper Bound

The Project was used by its
5% Trimmed Mean

4.3704

Median

4.0000

intended clients

Variance
Std. Deviation

.419
.64740
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Minimum

1.00

Maximum

6.00

Range

5.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-1.509

.141

7.584

.281

Mean

4.4067

.03031

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.3470

Mean

4.4663

Kurtosis

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

4.4148

The project has directly Median
benefited
users

the
either

increasing

4.0000

intended Variance

.276

through Std. Deviation

.52492

efficiency

or Minimum

3.00

employee effectiveness

Maximum

5.00

Range

2.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

.031

.141

Kurtosis

-1.237

.281

Mean

4.3733

.03441

Given

the

problem

for 95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

which it was developed, the Mean

Upper Bound

4.3056
4.4410

project seems to do the 5% Trimmed Mean

4.4185

best job of solving that Median

4.0000

problem.

Variance
Std. Deviation

.355
.59594
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Minimum

2.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

3.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-.454

.141

Kurtosis

-.109

.281

Mean

4.3867

.03188

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.3239

Mean

4.4494

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

4.4111

Median

4.0000

Important clients, directly Variance

.305

affected by the project was Std. Deviation
implemented

Minimum

3.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

2.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-.142

.141

Kurtosis

-.883

.281

Mean

4.4067

.03540

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.3370

I am satisfied with the Mean
process

by

which

the 5% Trimmed Mean

project was implemented

.55212

Median
Variance
Std. Deviation

Upper Bound

4.4763
4.4481
4.0000
.376
.61309
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Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-1.129

.141

3.636

.281

Mean

4.2433

.04495

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.1549

Mean

4.3318

Kurtosis

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

4.3296

The project has no or Median

4.0000

minimal technical start-up Variance

.606

problems because it was Std. Deviation
readily

accepted

by

.77855

its Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

intended users

Skewness

-1.396

.141

3.099

.281

Mean

4.4567

.04255

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.3729

Mean

4.5404

Kurtosis

The project has directly lead
to

improve

or

Upper Bound

more
5% Trimmed Mean

4.5519

Median

5.0000

effective decision making or
performance for the clients
Variance
Std. Deviation

.543
.73707
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Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness

-2.019

.141

6.165

.281

Mean

4.4900

.03388

95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound

4.4233

Mean

4.5567

Kurtosis

Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean

4.5259

Median

5.0000

The project has made a Variance

.344

positive impact on those Std. Deviation
who make use of it

.58684

Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness
Kurtosis
The result of the project Mean
represent

a

improvement

definite 95% Confidence Interval for Lower Bound
in Mean

Upper Bound

-1.161

.141

3.584

.281

4.5033

.03879

4.4270
4.5797

performance over the way 5% Trimmed Mean

4.5704

clients used to perform Median

5.0000

these activities

Variance

.451
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Std. Deviation

.67193

Minimum

1.00

Maximum

5.00

Range

4.00

Interquartile Range

1.00

Skewness
Kurtosis

-2.010

.141

7.066

.281
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Appendix C:Questionnaire

Dear Participant,
I am students of MS Project Management at Capital University Science and Technology Islamabad. I am conducting
a research on impact of Impact of Project Uncertainty on Project Success with Mediation Role Project Control
and Moderation Role of Uncertainty Avoidance.. You can help me by completing the attached questionnaire; you
will find it quite interesting. I appreciate your participation in my study and I assure that your responses will be held
confidential and will only be used for education purposes.
Sincerely,
ShoaibAyub
*Note: How much do you disagree or agree with each of the following statements about your most recently completed project? The 5
likert scale will be used to answer these questions i.e.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Strongly

Disagree

Natural

Agree

Strongly

Disagree

Agree

PERSONAL INFORMATION
This part is related to you. So you just tick the relevant box.
1)

Age
4)

Gender

Less than 30 years

Male

30 to 40 years

Female
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41 to 50 years

5)

Education Level

More than 50 years

Doctor

3)

Experience
Master
Bachelor

Less than 3 years
Others, please specify
3 to 5 years
MS/M.Phill
6 to 10 years

11 to 15 years

PROJECT CONTROL
Project team members actively participated in the
1.

PC1

2.

3.

4.

5.

definition of project goals and schedules.
Every effort was made to keep project team turnover at a
PC2
minimum.
PC3 The project team met frequently.
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Project team members were kept informed about major
PC4
decisions concerning the project.

PROJECT UNCERTAINTY
Requirements fluctuated quite a bit in earlier phases of the
PU1
project.
Requirements fluctuated quite a bit in later phases of the
PU2
project.
Requirements identified at the beginning of the project
PU3
were quite often different from those existing at the end.
Users of the system differed a great deal among
PU4
themselves in the requirements to be met by it.
A lot of effort had to be spent in reconciling the
PU5
requirements of various users of this system.
It was difficult to customize the system to one set of users
PU6
without reducing support to other users.

UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE

UA1 How often do you feel nervous at work?

UA2 One can be a good manager without having precise answers to
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most questions that subordinates may raise about their work.

Competition between employees usually does more harm
UA3
than good
A company’s or organization’s rules should not be broken—
UA4 not even when the employee thinks it is in the company’s
best interest.
PROJECT SUCCESS
PS1

The project has completed on time
The project has completed according to the budget

PS2
allocated
PS3

The project that has been developed works

PS4

The Project was used by its intended clients

The project has directly benefited the intended users either
PS5
through increasing efficiency or employee effectiveness
Given the problem for which it was developed, the project
PS6
seems to do the best job of solving that problem.
Important clients, directly affected by the project was
PS7
implemented
I am satisfied with the process by which the project was
PS8
implemented
PS9

The project has no or minimal technical start-up problems
86

because it was readily accepted by its intended users
The project has directly lead to improve or more effective
PS10
decision making or performance for the clients
The project has made a positive impact on those who make
PS11
use of it
The result of the project represent a definite improvement
PS12 in performance over the way clients used to perform these
activities
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